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NEW QUESTION: 1
"Statement Testing" is part of:
A. Experience based testing
B. Decision Testing
C. Specification Based testing
D. Structured based testing
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements about the high availability daemon (HAD) function of an
N8500 clustered NAS system are correct? (Select 3 answers)
A. The clustered system uses hashadow to monitor the HAD process. If HAD becomes
abnormal, hashadow can restart HAD.
B. HAD is used to monitor and manage the statuses of all services on the clustered NAS system.
C. Each host in the N8500 cluster runs a HAD process.
D. The hastart command can be executed to enable the had and hashadow services to
automatically start.
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Approval to proceed is normally made at the end of the _____ phase of a typical project.
A. execution
B. close-out
C. development
D. implementation
E. conceptual
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option A
B. Option E
C. Option C
D. Option B
E. Option D
Answer: A,C,E
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